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The earner of moderate wages can only provide for his

expenses during sickness by some sort of Insurance, but
that is no reaqon why he should not pay his medical man
properly, and if all club doctors were adequately paid
there would not be such a sad record of cases on the list
of our charities.-I am, etc,,
Bradford-on-Avon, Sept. 23rd. HERBERT P. TAYLER.

WHAT DO WE MEAN BY TACaYOARDIA?
SIR,-The appearance in your number of August 10th

of an interesting article by Dr. Hugh Clarke on epileptoid
attacks In tachycardia and brad)cardia induced me to
look up the notes of a considerable number of cases of
rapid heart action which I have collected in the last few
years, and also to see what some of the principal textbooks
said on the subject. Dr. Clarke takes Professor Clifford
Allbutt's definition of tachycardia, and I venture to think
that his paper shows the confusion into which we may be
led if we take a word of general import, and then try to
limit it to a particular condition, without farther qualifi-
cation. We must not be too squeamish about the
etymology of. the compound words we employ in medi-
cine; tachyeardia is as good as most of them, and may be
taken without cavilling to mean rapid heart action.
I should like with the utmost deference to ask Profeseor
Clifford A)lbutt why it should not be used to include all
such cases, and should be limited, as he limits it, to a
particular group which requires an elaborate definition to
make it clear.

Professor Allbutt emphasizes most clearly in that
definition the paroxysmal character of the disease, but at
the same time denies it the distinguishing prefir which
has been given to it by most other writers, for example,
Bouveret, Loeser, Nothnagel, and Osler among many
others. As he very justly remarks, " If, whenever we talk
of tachycardia, the mind is to range over an indefinite
scattering of cases in which the pulse is excessively quick,
we shall waste a great deal 'of time in discussion and a
great deal of space in books." I venture to think that in
withholding from the description ot this disorder its dis-
tinguishing characteristic he i8s lringing about the very
evil which he wishes to avoid.
The whole subject of rapid heayt action of uncertain

origin requires careful study. Apast from the physio-
logically rapid pulse (and an habitual pulse in an
adult of over 100 is in my experience a rare thing),
I have been accustcmed to recognize two or three
main grouDs. One is due commonly to influenza and
more rarely to other speciflc fevers; this generally
recovera after a certain time. Another group seems to me
to be associated with high tension, especially in young
people, and is probably due in commoa with that to some
toxic influence, in some cases tobac-o. in otbers auto-
genetic. Certain cases appearing about the climacteric
seem to be due to that cause, whilst in other instances
the rapid pulse is the sole remaining evidence of Graves's
dtseaee. Latant disease of the myocardium, Addison's
disease, and obscure blood conditions account for a few
more, whose etiology is at first sight not very obvious.
Well-marked cases of paroxyemal tach3 c irlia stand out

as something 8ui generin, the instantaneous commence-
ment, and still more the instantaneous cessation, the
remarkable regularity of the heart when working at a
speed of over 200 beats a minute, the singular absence of
distress, and the lack of all adequate cause, form a
unique clinical picture. Of course, this may be varied
very greatly according to the duration of the disease, the
previous condition of the heart. and otber faCtors, but the
features mentioned above have been the principal elements
in the cases I bave seen, three in number, and all in
people who seempd otherwise healthy. A discusslon of
the proximate etiology would involve the whole question
of the origin of the hear'-beat, whether myogenic or
neurogenic, and is beEide the point here. What I wish to
plead for Is the Tecognition of some caugal eJement in
these cases which distingaishes them from other cases of
rapid heart action, and makes it something more than a
symptom of the various other morbid conditions with
which It bas been found associated. I would suggest that
for clinical teaching and for clinical reEearch it is best to
recognize a group of cases of rapid heart action of
unknown origin, some intermittent, some continuous, of
which p3roxy mal tabhycardia is a epecial type or sub-

group. It seems to me to stand in much the same
elation to other forms as megrim does to ordinary forms

of headache, and the eame arguments might be used for
limiting to the latter the use of the word " cephalalgia."

It is, of course, only our ignorance which makes neces-
sary such headings as "vertigo," "headaehe,""tachycardia,"
but it is quite ceirtain that they are necessary in textbooks
intended for general reference. I have ventured to write
this in the hope that Professor Clifford Allbutt may be
induced to give us, in the new edition of his invaluable
System, some general conclusions from his wide experience
on a class of case which I myself have not seldom found
obscure-namely, continuously rapid heart action without
obvious causc-and perhaps to accept my humble sugges-
tion as to nomenclature.
With regard to the article which formed my text, I

should like to remark that the pulse-rate is never
mentioned in either of the two cases of rapid action,
so that we can hardly judge to what category they belongO.
-I am, etc.,
Brighton, Sept. 17th. EDMUND HOBHOUSE.

CEREBRO-SPINAL FEVER AND DUST.
SIR,-I have been much interested in the article by Dr.

W. Robertson, the Medical Officer of Health, Leith, iD
your issue of July 27th, 1907. Dr. Robertson gives
many good reasons for believing that the virus of cerebre-
spinal fever is carried by dust. In this point he is in
sgreement with the very conqiderable experience of this
disease which several Indian Medical Service officers have
had in the epidemics in the Central Gaol at Bhagalpur,
Bengal.
This " dust theory " was first enunciated and officially

reported on by Major C. R. Stevenp, M.D.Lond., F.R.O.S.,
now Professor of Anatomy in the Calcutta Medical
College, and the theory has been supported by Major E. R.
Newman, M.D., I.M.S, and Captain J. Woolley, M.B.,
D.P.H., I.M.S., who have had much experience of this
fell disease. For a complete account of the arguments irk
favour of the dust theory of convection I would refer to my
own article Jn the Eecond numberof the Journalof Hygiene
(vol. i, No. 2, Cambridge Press). Again, for a full and
complete history of the disease, which is well known in
India, I would refer anyone interested to the report by
Major Robertson-Milne, I.M.S., published by the Govern-
ment of India. The prevalence of the disease in many
parts of India is also discussed in the Indian Medical
Gez!tte, September, 1902; January, June, and July, 1901;
and May, 1906, etc.

It is curious that so little mention of the disease in
India and in Egypt is to be found in even the best text-
b,oks and systems of medicine; this is probably due to a
misleading remark by Hirsch, limiting its prevalence to
northern climes, whereas the disease is well-known in
India and also in Egypt-for example, at Khartoum at the
time of the battle of Omdurman.
The evidence detailed in the Tournal of Hygiene article

above quoted is very strongly in favour of convection by
dust.-I am, etc,

W. J. BUCHANAN, M.D.,
Calcutta, Aug 28th. Major I.M.S.

Editor, Indian Medical Gazette;

LEPROSY AND FISH.
SIR,-I was very much interested the other day in

reading over an old history of Waterford, publishe?
in 1824, embracing an account of the state of the.
peasantry of that part of the South of Ireland, "by the
Rev. R. H. Ryland," to see in it that King John, in the
thirteenth century, probably about the year 1207, esta-
blished a Ieper hospital there, the present site of the
ccunty infirmaTy. I qunte the words of Ryland's history
verbatim, showing that King John was impreseed with the
erroneous idea that leprosy was caused by eating an excesa
of fish, or bad fish:
The King's sons during the time they remained at Lismore

were so feasted with the fine salmon of that place, that they
lived almost entirely on them, which caused eruptions to
break out on their bodies, supposed to be the leprosy, of which
the King being informed, founded the hospital for leprous
persons, and granted a charter of incorporation by the name of
the Master, Brethren, and Sisters of the Leper House of
St. Stephens in the City of Waterford.


